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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND TO CULTURESHOCK

The XVII Commonwealth Games took place in Manchester between 25 July –

4 August 2002, and was organised by M2002 Ltd.

Cultureshock was the Commonwealth Games North West Cultural

Programme, and ran from 11 March (Commonwealth Day) to 24 July 2002.

174 projects took place as part of Cultureshock, but the actual number of

events is much higher - several projects were festivals or programmes or

work themselves.

Cultureshock formed the hub of the Arts & Culture strand of the Spirit of

Friendship Festival (SOFF), the nation-wide festival covering arts & culture,

sport, education and the Golden Jubilee, which ran from 11 March – 10

August 2002. There was also a stand-alone ‘Festival Live’ events programme

during the Games (25 July  - 4 August) that took place in various public

spaces in the city, and in the Athletes Village and Sports City.

The cultural programme accompanying the Games was initially led by the

M2002 Cultural Steering Group, formed in February 1997. In 1999, a

Regional Cultural Steering Group for the North West programme emerged

with representatives from M2002 Ltd, North West Arts Board, Manchester

City Council, Marketing Manchester, and Arts About Manchester; and in

November of the same year a Commonwealth Games Cultural Programme

Co-ordinator appointed. Seventeen months later in April 2001, two Co-

Creative Producers (job share) and a Project Development Manager were in

post, and the Programme Co-ordinator changed roles to become Marketing

Manager. The Tourism Campaigns Manager started in November 2001.
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The Steering Group had initially been set up to secure funding and create an

infrastructure and foundation to build on but not to actually deliver a festival,

so when the core Cultureshock team was in position in April 2001, the

Steering Group became less closely involved. The NW Cultural Programme

was branded Cultureshock in April 2001.

M2002 retained responsibility for SOFF and Festival Live.

Fig 1     Relationship of Cultureshock to SOFF & Festival Live

   11 March   24 July   25 July     5 Aug   10 Aug

               SOFF

Cultureshock

Festival

   Live

  National   North West   Manchester

Timeline
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1.2 CULTURESHOCK AIMS & OBJECTIVES

From the time Manchester won the bid to host the Games, it was broadly

acknowledged that this was a unique chance to promote and experience the

creative vibrancy of Manchester and the NW.

Various aims and objectives for the NW cultural programme have been

expressed throughout the development, planning and delivery period, but no

definitive list was ever publicly produced by the Steering Group or the

Cultureshock team that all stakeholders and partners subscribed to.

It appears that between 1999 and March 2002, the aims and objectives for

the NW programme shifted at least three times as planning developed,

thinking changed and new people came on board. These are not major

changes - the broad key theme of project links to the Commonwealth

remained, but inevitably any shift in objectives will have caused confusion.

Indeed it seems that each partner, Steering Group member and person

within the Cultureshock team were working to or held in mind varying

interpretations of what Cultureshock should achieve in terms of delivery,

impact and legacy.

An attempt has been made to track these changes in order to establish the

aims and objectives to measure Cultureshock against in this evaluation

report. A rough chronological summary is given below. For details of the aims

and objectives at each stage see Appendix 2.

1.2.1   Tracking the changes

Initial aims

The earliest document studied was ‘Framework for the 2002 Commonwealth

Games Cultural Programme’ produced by the M2002 Cultural Steering Group

sometime in 1999.
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Aims as identified for Research & Development grant

In 2000, a project development grant for the NW Cultural Programme was

announced, set up and administered through NWAB and Visiting Arts with the

support of Manchester City Council and the Foreign & Commonwealth Office.

The scheme’s aim was to support the research and development phase of

proposals in any artform. Resulting from this phase would be public

presentations during the Programme period (defined here as 11 March – 4

August 2002). The guidelines emphasised that proposals had to embrace at

least one of the four key themes of Youth, Diversity, Fusion and Identity, and

involve working internationally with Commonwealth countries or

Commonwealth-originating communities in the UK.

Aims as identified for Regional Arts Lottery Programme

From April 2001 organisations could apply to the Regional Arts Lottery

Programme through North West Arts Board for funding to present work

during the Programme period. In addition to the need to address the themes

of Youth, Diversity, Fusion and Identity and to have a Commonwealth link,

projects also had to meet at least one of the North West Arts Board’s regional

priorities.

Aims as identified by Cultureshock

In February 2002, a meeting was held to discuss evaluation of Cultureshock.

Information supplied by the Co-Creative Producer and Project Development

Manager formed the basis of the subsequent evaluation proposal (see

Appendix 3). To find out how this perspective related to that of the Regional

Cultural Steering Group, individual interviews were conducted with the

members in March 2002, and a report produced which collated and

synthesised the individual views on aspirations, legacy and future of

Cultureshock1. The themes of Youth, Diversity, Fusion and Identity were not

referred to by the Cultureshock team or Steering Group.

                                      
1 Interim Evaluation Report, Nadine Andrews, May 2002
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Summary

Over the period of time tracked above, there was considerable variance in

views about what Cultureshock should achieve.

It is possible that some of the confusion reported by organisations later in

this report is a reflection of or was exacerbated by the changes and shifts in

Cultureshock aims and objectives.

Given the limited resources initially allocated to evaluation it was unfeasible

to plan an evaluation that could address all these aims and objectives.

1.3 EVALUATION AIMS

The evaluation process was affected by the nature and circumstances of how

Cultureshock was set up and delivered. Evaluation was not embedded into

core planning from the outset; the result was an incremental approach to

evaluation as priorities changed and as more resources became available.

See Appendix 3 for the initial evaluation proposal submitted and

subsequently approved by Cultureshock.

Having considered all the documentation it was decided with agreement from

Cultureshock to focus the evaluation on three main strands relating to

legacy: Impact on Organisations, Impact on Audiences, and Impact on

Manchester and the region.

Below are listed the aims and objectives of these strands, although certain

aspects are beyond the scope of this report (numbers 16, 18, 19 and 20).

Organisational aims

1. To promote diverse programming across artforms, strands (Youth,

Community, Performance, Exhibition, Critical Debate), and the region
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2. To offer new opportunities for international collaboration for existing

projects

3. To create opportunities for importing international work to the region to

help develop regional profile and audiences

Aspirations for organisations

4. New organisations enter arts funding system

5. Organisations develop projects with artists for first time

6. Stronger infrastructure for organisations led by people from

Commonwealth-originating communities

7. Venues have more confidence about cultural diversity as a key marketing

tool for culture in this city, contributing to an increased potential to

position ourselves internationally 

8. Venues raise their game by programming work they would not have

otherwise done on their own without Cultureshock, resulting in venues

changing their perception of culturally diverse work

9.  Individuals and organisations build capacity to do more events in future

10.  New structures created for delivery so artform specific events can

continue (specifically Commonwealth Film and Literature Festivals)

Aspirations for audiences

11.  New audiences introduced to the arts

12.  Audiences seeing work otherwise wouldn’t have opportunity to see

13.  Audiences’ understanding and appreciation broadened and deepened,

and interest stimulated in the arts as a result of good qualitative

experiences of new work, artforms or artists
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14.  Audiences stimulated to think about what it means to live in this region

in the 21st century, given the changes in cultural mix and dynamic and

demographics that have already taken place

Aspirations for Manchester/the region

15.  Repositioning of Manchester and Greater Manchester as an international

centre of diverse culture and creativity

16.  Enhanced national and international profile and reputation with all

sectors for delivering cultural activity

17.  More visitors to the city and region

18.  Impact on Manchester City Council cultural and events strategies, and a

re-framed future events calendar

19.  Decision-makers such as local authorities gain a greater appreciation of

the benefits and social impact of the arts

20.  Relevancy to Liverpool bid for Capital of Culture

As no specific targets were set by either the Steering Group or the

Cultureshock team, performance can only be broadly measured. Where

relevant data exists, performance has been compared to local, regional and

national statistics to present some kind of benchmark and context for the

findings.

During the period of working on the evaluation it became clear that two other

evaluation reports would be written which would explore some issues in more

detail and give additional information on some of the points raised:

Cultureshock Marketing Final Report, Helen Palmer, Sept 2002

• Relationship between SOFF and Cultureshock

• Marketing support to projects
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Cultureshock Evaluation Report, Beatriz Garcia, Jan 2003

• Management and delivery effectiveness

• Strengths and weaknesses of the programme

• Internal structure and management

• Relationship between SOFF and Cultureshock

• Social inclusion

• Diversity

• Arts & sports

• Perceptions of Cultureshock

• International partnerships

• Future legacy

1.4 METHODOLOGY

1.4.1   Mechanisms

The mechanisms for gathering evidence were:

• Interviews with the Steering Group members

• Interviews with case studies (organisations, venues, delivery partners)

• Observational visits to case study events

• Questionnaires administered to audiences and participants

With almost 200 projects and limited resources it would be impossible to

conduct a thorough assessment of each event, so ten case studies were

selected by Cultureshock for the evaluation to focus on. These were chosen

to reflect the range of artforms in the programme and types of delivery

organisations.
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The case studies were:

• Singh Twins – SPOrT-LIGHT (visual arts exhibition at Mid Pennine

Arts, Burnley)

• Drake Music Project – Common Threads (disability music event at

RNCM, Manchester)

• East Manchester Community Forum – East Feast 4 (community

combined arts events, Manchester)

• Shisha – Art South Asia (visual arts exhibitions with Manchester Art

Gallery, Gallery Oldham, Harris Museum Preston, University of

Liverpool Art Gallery)

• Milap – various events (music & dance events at The Lowry,

Salford; Bridgewater Hall, Manchester; Liverpool Philharmonic;

Unity Theatre, Liverpool)

• MIA presents Legs on the Wall – Homeland (combined arts, free

outdoor event, Manchester)

• Sokari Douglas Camp – Imagined Steel (visual arts exhibition at

The Lowry, Salford)

• Contact Theatre – various events (music, drama, combined arts

events, Manchester)

• Burnley Youth Theatre – Kawan/Bersama (community drama

events, Burnley)

• Youth Arts shock – Loud & Visible (community combined arts event,

Manchester)

As there was insufficient budget for conducting audience questionnaires, a

partnership with Arts About Manchester (the audience development agency

for Greater Manchester) was formed so that some data could still be

captured. Arts About Manchester also funded an Ambassador campaign to
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promote Cultureshock to culturally diverse communities. As part of their

activities, the ambassadors administered questionnaires which included

questions relevant to Cultureshock evaluation.

When additional funding was allocated to evaluation in July 2002, more

activity became possible. For the full interview schedule and other details see

Appendices 4-5.

(a)  A further 13 arts organisations, projects and venues selected in

consultation with Cultureshock were added to the interview schedule.

These were:

• The Lowry, Salford

• Bridgewater Hall, Manchester

• green room, Manchester

• Library Theatre, Manchester

• Cornerhouse, Manchester

• Royal Exchange Theatre, Manchester

• Turton Tower, Lancashire County Museums, Bolton

• Manchester Arts Education Festival – Tales of Power (schools drama

project) Manchester

• Community Arts Northwest – Urban Skies (community combined

arts event) Manchester

• Commonwealth Film Festival, Manchester

• Commonwealth Literature Festival, Manchester

• Walk the Plank – Crossing Seas, Building Bridges (combined arts

free outdoor event with community elements) Salford/Trafford

• FACT – Common People (new media community project) cross

region
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(b)  Street surveys conducted at 3 Commonwealth Games Baton Relay events

(Chester, Liverpool, Manchester) and at key sites across the city during

the Games period. (25 July – 4 August)

(c)  Telephone interviews with people who had completed data capture forms

in the Cultureshock brochure

(d)  Interviews with Tourism Campaigns partners

1.4.2   Validity of data

The majority of both quantitative and qualitative data was collected in

Manchester. It would have been desirable to have covered the NW more

evenly but with limited funding for evaluation this was not feasible. In

addition, reliance on Arts About Manchester for audience surveys meant it

was not possible to conduct that activity in the rest of the region due to their

Greater Manchester remit.

A total of 1891 members of the public, attenders and non-attenders, gave

feedback that informed the evaluation.

Some intended interview subjects from case study projects did not engage

with the evaluation process, despite repeated attempts to arrange interviews

with them.

Analysis of returned Monitoring Forms sent out by Cultureshock to projects

and returned RALP final reports provided supporting evidence.

A detailed account of the validity of data collected is given in Appendix 6.
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2. FINDINGS

There is some overlap in theme but it is possible to divide the findings into

subsections: Impact on Organisations, Impact on Audiences, Impact on

Participants, Impact on the City/region, Tourism partnerships, and

Perceptions of Cultureshock.

2.1 IMPACT ON ORGANISATIONS

This section explores how organisations benefited from participating in

Cultureshock, and also looks at missed opportunities identified in interviews.

It concludes with a review of the external relationships between Cultureshock

and organisations with regard to effectiveness of communication, and advice

and support.

2.1.1   Benefits

New experiences

Through Cultureshock programming, all organisations experienced something

new: international links, ways of exhibiting/presenting work, type of work

presented, types and topics of critical debates, scale of project, location for

the work, project partnerships etc.

Without Cultureshock some events would not have happened, or would not

have been on the same scale. Whilst a few organisations could in theory have
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delivered the same or similar projects without Cultureshock, as they have the

experience, knowledge, access to funding and other links, it is undeniable

that Cultureshock provided the framework and focus for projects to happen

at that point in time. For example, the Library Theatre acknowledged that

bringing international work over on its own can be difficult, but as part of

Cultureshock and the Commonwealth Games it is part of a theme, and so

easier to present.

Funding opportunities

Access to specially designated sources of funding is clearly one of the key

contributions that Cultureshock made, as organisations were able to lever

funding through NWAB project development grants and the Regional Arts

Lottery Programme and hence ensure the viability of their projects. For many

organisations, it enabled them to subsequently secure match funding or

sponsorship. For example, for East Manchester Community Forum (EMCF),

NWAB funding meant they could now work in all areas of East Manchester.

Before with just regeneration and New Deal for Communities money, they

were restricted in their activity as some parts of East Manchester were not

eligible for that type of funding.

Credibility

Community and smaller scale arts organisations in particular found that

association with Cultureshock and the Commonwealth Games gave them

more credibility with other arts professionals and the public. This was the

experience for Shisha with their status as a ‘beacon’ project with curators;

and of Burnley Youth Theatre when they were sourcing international funding.

Turton Tower, which had always been regarded as a country house by

Lancashire Museum Service was repositioned as an arts venue during

Cultureshock, and was able to get back into City Life listings as a regular arts

venue.
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Profile

The impact of Cultureshock activity on organisational profile varied widely

across the organisations interviewed.

Venues such as Manchester Art Gallery and Gallery Oldham whose

exhibitions extended into the Games period (25 July to 4 August) when there

were more international visitors in the city, found the projects were good for

increasing international profile.

For smaller arts organisations such as Milap, it helped advance their

development towards a more mainstream position as they presented work in

major venues like The Lowry, Bridgewater Hall and Liverpool Philharmonic.

For new organisations like Commonwealth Film Festival it served to put them

on the industry map, and helped to attract buyers, sponsors and partners.

Manchester Arts Education Festival found that although their external profile

had not increased, the value of their work had been recognised with the LEA

and by schools.

The majority of organisations did not get national profile in the media that

was significantly additional to what they secure normally. Some of the

reasons for this are external factors over which Cultureshock had little or no

control, for example Manchester Art Gallery had recently opened and

received substantial coverage so could hardly expect to get lots more just a

few weeks later. Most did get good local press coverage. Marketing and PR is

covered in more depth later in this report.

Cultureshock also helped the profile of international partners in their home

countries: working with Drake Music on ‘Common Threads’ raised the profile

of the University of Zululand within South Africa because as a rural university

it is normally sidelined; and there was high profile of the Art South Asia show

in India.
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Audiences

At the time of writing this report, no analysis of overall box-office and

attendance figures is available2, so it is not possible to measure the size of

the market that Cultureshock tapped into. Arts About Manchester is in the

process of a data:crunch™ box-office analysis of Cultureshock events at 9

venues with ticketed box-offices. The results will be extremely illuminating

about the performing arts market but can only give an indication about the

market for Cultureshock as a whole.

Based on the interviews, box-office experiences varied, and seemed to

depend largely on the type of project and the timescale allocated for

marketing and planning. Most organisations interviewed felt that audience

development objectives had more or less been achieved, attracting new and

more culturally diverse audiences to venues.

The Bridgewater Hall, although not hitting audience targets in all shows, did

feel that attracting 800 people for Anoushka Shankar and building audiences

generally for the South Asian programming had helped to increase

confidence internally about continuing this type of activity. Audience surveys

indicate around a third of attenders for the Anoushka Shankar and Talvin

Singh performances were new to the venue. The Harris Museum was

conscious that a contemporary art exhibition like ‘Threads, Dreams, Desires,

Art from Pakistan’ is not best-suited to attracting new Asian audiences, and

so they organised a companion exhibition “Exotic Bodies’. This exhibition,

showing the traditional aspect of miniatures was deemed to be more

accessible and appealing, and so could act as a mechanism for drawing

people in to the other exhibition.

Community-based projects like FACT ‘s ‘Common People’ and EMCF’s ‘ East

Feast 4’ prioritised targeting local communities, friends and family of

participants, and did not expect to attract large numbers of other people with

no link to the project. EMCF attracted more than 6000 people to their free

                                      
2 All projects were asked by Cultureshock to supply box-office and visitor figures but
the response rate was low.
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events, and had thousands of others involved in workshops, as volunteers

and artists. Inclusion in the Cultureshock brochure for these projects had

very little impact, although it clearly worked for others: according to Martin

Dowland from Turton Tower,  “people came in brandishing copies of the

Cultureshock brochure saying they’d read about the exhibition in there and

wanted to see it”.

Walk the Plank’s show ‘Crossing Seas, Building Bridges’ with Australian

company Bambuco attracted huge audiences of 7-8000 people, way above

expectations. Liz Pugh, Director of Walk the Plank, attributed this to the fact

it took place in the Games period and not during Cultureshock. As was noted

above, Manchester Art Gallery also benefited from international visitors

during the Games period being able to see their Cultureshock exhibitions.

A recurring theme in the interviews is the amount of activity going on, and

the impact this had on audience figures. Questions were raised whether there

were enough audiences regionally to support the programme, and that

without sufficient numbers coming from the rest of the UK, venues and

organisations were in a position of competing for both existing and new

audiences. This theme is further explored in the Comparative Review and

Questions Raised sections.

Professional development

All interview subjects expressed some sort of individual and/or organisational

learning. Examples are:

• Increased confidence and experience, for example: Burnley Youth Theatre

in working with international artists in future, specifically in sourcing

funding and with practicalities; and as mentioned above the Bridgewater

Hall in programming South Asian music; and Manchester Art Gallery in

organising smaller scale Indian exhibitions. One of the Hallé musicians

who participated in Drake Music’s ‘Common Ground’ project with disabled

musicians said “it was certainly an eye opening experience working with
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all the other musicians, and what a great crowd they were… lets do it

again sometime”

• Better understanding of cultural differences and how to communicate with

international artists and partners, as was the case for Manchester Schools

Improvement Service and Burnley Youth Theatre where it centred on how

to work with young people, and the use of touch and language

• Learning about artforms, artists and their practice through R&D trips, and

events such as the Art South Asia conference and Commonwealth Film

Festival panel discussions

• Working with non-artists and communicating with international

collaborators about content and practicalities - an organisational challenge

cited by Walk the Plank

• Developed collaborative working between groups in communities, as

observed by Community Arts Northwest, and in other groups such as the

Quays Marketing Group - as Cultureshock provided the group with it’s first

cultural activity, Walk the Plank felt it enabled the group to really work

together and explore what partnership working means

• Better appreciation of the positive impact site-specific outdoor work can

have on nearby venues, and how venues can link into these projects, for

example Walk the Plank’s ‘Crossing Seas, Building Bridges’ event and The

Lowry and Imperial War Museum North

• International partners benefited too. Drake Music trained the University of

Zululand musicians in accessible technology and gave basic equipment to

them to take back to South Africa

Partnerships & relationships

Existing relationships developed and cemented, and new ones formed, are a

major feature of all the projects in Cultureshock. All the interview subjects
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had several examples of partnerships and relationships that worked, with

many that they intend to continue.

These were with a variety of delivery partners such as:

• International arts organisations

• Funders

• Sponsors

• Agencies

• Artists

• Programmers

• Marketers & other arts professionals

• Local arts organisations

• Community groups

• Arts & non-arts venues

• Distribution companies

• Hotels

• Media partners

Partnership working seems to have been embraced all round, and the value

of this approach appreciated with strong legacies for organisations.

Networking

Cultureshock offered international networking opportunities with artists and

arts professionals through its programme, for example the Art South Asia

conference and Commonwealth Film Festival panel discussions. Both of these

events were unique opportunities. The conference would not have worked in

the same way in South Asia because of political tensions, and the panel

discussions featured all participant filmmakers and other delegates together -

film festivals normally separate the big names off from the rest.

The R&D funding enabled international trips, which were very useful for

developing links.
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Through access to lists of Cultureshock projects, Youth Arts shock were able

to include several projects in their ‘Loud & Visible’ showcase event. Many

organisations also networked and plugged into other projects through their

own existing links.

Feel-good factor

Many organisations interviewed expressed the feeling that there was benefit

to be had just from being part of Cultureshock, because of its nature as a

broad, diverse and encompassing festival or because it gave some sense of

comfort knowing they were part of something bigger. This is an intangible

benefit that can’t be measured but has value as a ‘feel-good’ factor.

2.1.2   Legacy for organisations

General

• Building relationships and partnerships developed through project activity

• Increased knowledge and understanding of other artforms and cultural

practice

• Plans to deliver more activity in future

• Plans to work with artists again

Specific examples

• The Kawan report by Burnley Youth Theatre is to be used as model of

good practice of arts organisations working in communities by the Home

Office Social Cohesion Unit. The report is be included in Government

document sent out to local borough councils.
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• Cultureshock activity provided a springboard into the DVD market for the

Bridgewater Hall

• Cultureshock activity was a catalyst for an integrated Bridgewater Hall

education programme

• The Bridgewater Hall now has promoters approaching them (who would

not have previously) because now they know the venue is prepared to

host certain events

• New links for Cornerhouse with local Bangladeshi communities

• The Community Arts Northwest project ‘Urban Skies’ acted as a

springboard for some elements e.g. Stylin It, to go to full production. The

continuing relationships with groups has helped their development, for

example, Jamaica Society to secure their own funding, and Naked

Subculture to become independent from The Big Issue

• Possibility that through the link with Bambuco, Oakwood High School

participants in Walk the Plank’s workshops, who made a film and gave a

performance prior to the main show ‘Crossing Seas, Building Bridges’,

may participate in the Awakenings Festival near Melbourne, Australia -

the biggest festival for learning disabilities

2.1.3   Missed opportunities

This section looks at opportunities that were missed or not fully exploited by

the organisations and Cultureshock, as perceived by the interview subjects.

Delivery

Although there was a demand from Cultureshock and SOFF for high profile

work there was not enough planning time for organisations to deliver it all.
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For a long period there was insecurity regarding funding and uncertainty

about what Cultureshock could actually deliver, which left organisations

feeling exposed, especially if they were expected to take the financial risk.

The high profile work is the part of the programme that pulls in audiences

from outside the region, who may then be targeted for other events. The lack

of major events was regarded as a major missed opportunity to attract

greater national and international interest and audiences.

In some cases especially Sensurround and the Music in Manchester

programme, it was felt that late information and decisions about funding led

to them having reduced planning time resulting in poor marketing which had

an impact on audience numbers.

For complex projects involving several partners, lack of sufficient planning

time meant not having enough meetings with all partners present to ensure

smoother administration and better understanding.

The majority of those interviewed said they were unable to take full

advantage of networking opportunities through Cultureshock, either for

themselves with other projects or for international artists with participants

and other artists, because they were far too busy with their own projects.

Community Arts Network described this intense period of activity as

“saturation capacity overload” and this sentiment was echoed by many

others.

Audiences

As described above, some organisations benefited from presenting

Cultureshock projects during the Games period. The issue of Cultureshock

officially ending before the Games starting is a crucial one for those

organisations who would have preferred to present work at the peak time for

visitors and media focus on the city. Despite reaching between 8-10,000

people, Manchester International Arts felt it was a shame that the ‘Legs on

the Wall’ show did not continue its run into the Games period, to maximise
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the numbers of people who could see it. Likewise it was felt that the

“Spectator Sport’ exhibition at Cornerhouse would have worked better if it

had been on during the Games. The venue had international audiences but

no Cultureshock programming during the Games. It should be noted the

projects most likely to benefit are free exhibitions and outdoor events.

Lack of strategic approaches to audience development led to real missed

opportunities for delivery partners. For example Serious’ event ‘On Track’

with Courtney Pine attracted substantial numbers of new attenders from

African Caribbean backgrounds. Unfortunately the marketing list is not

available to the Bridgewater Hall so the venue has not been able to develop

these new audiences.

The lack of joint marketing campaigns between venues was perceived by

many of those interviewed as a missed opportunity to share or augment as

opposed to competing for the same audiences. This is explored more fully in

the Perceptions of Cultureshock section of this report.

There were some very unfortunate missed opportunities for developing

audiences. For example, Mid Pennine Arts who had wanted to raise the

profile of the gallery and attract new audiences locally from Burnley, had

hoped the Singh Twins exhibition ‘SPOrTLIGHT’ would achieve this. However

due to misrepresentation in the tabloids of one of the images (the ‘Beckham

image’) and subsequent threats to the artists, the Singh Twins did not want

this image to be used in PR although it was felt by the venue that it was

undoubtedly the best one to promote the show. It was felt this had a big

impact on audience figures for the gallery, who could have had many more

than the 740 attendances they received. Another example is the Harris

Museum who had planned an artist residency for when their exhibition was

on, which would be used to target specific groups – Muslim women’s groups

in particular. Unfortunately the visa for the artist was denied and so that

opportunity was lost.
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Consultation

One organisation interviewed felt Cultureshock had not consulted fully and

inclusively enough when working on its own commissioned projects. They felt

their experience and expertise was not being exploited, and that their input

would have benefited the projects from programming, production and

marketing perspectives.

Artists-in-residence

This scheme was run by Cultureshock to document and comment on the

activities taking place as part of the cultural programme and the Games.

Weekly emails were sent to all projects asking for opportunities for artists to

cover work, however some of those interviewed didn’t know about the

existence of the scheme, and others were unclear how the artists-in-

residence could be accessed and whether there were cost implications to

using them.

PR

A few stated in interview that local media such as Manchester Evening News

and City Life could have given more support e.g. with Cultureshock special

editions.

2.1.4   Communication with organisations

This section looks at the effectiveness of communication between

Cultureshock and organisations.
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Networking opportunities

The regular email contact from Cultureshock with information about other

events and opportunities for networking was appreciated by organisations,

many of whom said it made them feel connected, part of a bigger picture

even if, as was noted earlier, they were not actually able to take those

opportunities up.

Feedback

Many organisations interviewed felt they should have been in more regular

contact with Cultureshock. More feedback and better co-ordination well in

advance of the planned festival dates was a need identified by a few

organisations. Regarding the availability of venues, Cultureshock sent out a

venue list when organisations enquired. The Singh Twins said it was very

important to the development of work to know the kind of venues available

beforehand.

Programming

One large-scale organisation felt the partnership between itself and

Cultureshock was unequal: they had been transparent about what activities

they were planning but felt that this was not reciprocated by Cultureshock.

They were encouraged by Cultureshock to undertake a particular event and

then once they had committed, they felt Cultureshock offered them no

support. Lack of open dialogue led to expectations and assumptions being

made by the organisation, which turned out to be different to those of

Cultureshock.

Marketing

Although many organisations knew the limits of what Cultureshock could

deliver in terms of marketing support, there was some confusion for others
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about what the PR team was delivering. For some projects the uncertainty

about who was doing what that was never fully resolved, despite concerted

attempts by the Marketing Manager to clarify relationships and

responsibilities3. On complex projects with lots of partners, the reason for

this could be because Cultureshock was not in direct contact with all the

players just certain lead figures, and information was not passed on or not

accurately communicated by those people to everybody else. For those

partners not in direct contact with Cultureshock the communication links

were not visible and some frustration was expressed about the lack of clarity.

Games sponsorship

There seemed to be considerable confusion amongst most organisations

about the relationship between Cultureshock and SOFF with regard to

branding and sponsorship. The lack of early clarification led to delays in

securing vital private funding, and made the planning of events much more

difficult for organisations.

Funding

There was also some confusion expressed about the funding relationships

between Cultureshock, SOFF, NWAB through RALP and the National Funding

Programme, which led to planning problems for some organisations.

2.1.5   Advice & support

The majority of organisations found Cultureshock to be very supportive, easy

to contact and prompt in their responses.

                                      
3 Cultureshock Final Marketing Report, Helen Palmer, Sept 2002
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Some organisations were unaware of the advice seminars organised by

Cultureshock, although they conceded the information may have been sent

but was lost in the sheer mass of communications going on at the time.

Cited as most useful was the visas seminar and other help with bringing

international artists into the country. Manchester Arts Education Festival

stated that if Cultureshock had not intervened to secure visas for the

Nigerian artists then nothing would have happened.

The marketing seminar was regarded as useful for raising awareness and

explaining processes, brochure deadlines etc.

A need was identified by small and community-based organisations for

festival organisers to advocate on their behalf with large venues regarding

access to quality performance spaces and production facilities.

Commissioned projects received very good support. For example, with the

‘Legs on the Wall’ project, Cultureshock linked MIA to the Australia Council.

They also intervened with Bruntwood when a problem arose which delayed

the riggers working on the building, and also paid half the bill of moving

LOTW artists to better accommodation. MIA had worked on co-productions

before with City of Drama but said they didn’t receive anywhere near as

much support. MIA noted that the amount of support and time and attention

to detail was appreciated and wondered whether this amount of time was

spent with other projects. This concern was echoed by other organisations

interviewed, who perceived a lack of parity in the way Cultureshock treated

projects they had commissioned or co-produced to projects delivered by

external organisations. Some organisations observed that they did not

receive as much help and support as commissioned projects despite that fact

they were just as interesting and in some cases felt they fitted the brief

better in terms of presenting international collaborative work together with

delivering participatory activities to local communities.
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2.2 IMPACT ON AUDIENCES

All the information given below is based on data captured at events or

through telephone interviews with people who had completed the mailing

form in the Cultureshock brochure.

New experiences

Audience surveys show that 23% of all respondents experienced types of

work or events for the first time, and 39% were first time attenders to

venues. For some individual venues and events, the figures were much

higher: for example, for ‘Sam Yo’ at the Lowry, 80% of attenders were new

to the venue.

Multiple attendance

A significant amount of people attended more than one Cultureshock event:

between 45-634% of attenders. Around a third of those asked said they

didn’t know yet if they would attend other events, so this figure could

actually be even higher. This would be consistent with the result to the

question ‘How many venues have you attended in the last 12 months’ where

87% of respondents at venue-based events said they had visited more than

one venue. This is very high compared to results from box-office analysis

through data:crunch™, which shows that only 22% of attenders for

performing arts in 2001 in Greater Manchester went to more than one

venue5.

                                      
4 See Appendix 6 – Validity of data for explanation of statistics (range in results
between all audience surveys and just venue-based surveys)
5 There may some variance in how respondents define ‘arts’ events but the
difference in percentages is large enough for the results to show a significant
difference in behaviour
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Positive experiences

The audience surveys show that around 87% of attenders had positive

experiences, and almost half of them rating the event they attended very

highly. The results of the telephone interviews were even higher, with

positive experiences at 97%.

Thinking changed

Around a third of those questioned felt their thinking had changed as a result

of attending the event.  Just over three-quarters of those people said it had

changed in a positive way.

How thinking changed was asked as an open question, the answers can be

grouped as follows:

• Became more open-minded

• Expanded knowledge and appreciation of artform

• More likely to attend similar events in future

• Have better perception of Manchester

Comments included:

“Good to see young people maintaining their culture”

“Made me think about how we are all linked in some way”

“More aware of what disabled people can do”

“Want to explore more of Manchester”

“Stimulating to see live performances in this area”

“Will support more events”

“Raised my awareness of Shanti culture”

“Open to coming to Moss Side”

“People are ace”

 “Realise impact of music on meditation”

“Manchester does have some quality women”

“Need more events to bring the community together”

“Never thought about Malaysian culture before”
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“Cultures can mix”

“Different impression of venue”

“Diversity of Manchester as usually go to London”

“Love of poems in another language”

“Opened my mind to worldwide underground dance culture”

“Poor event only on cos of Cultureshock”

“Understanding of different Commonwealth countries”

“Development of listening ability”

“More connected to my Commonwealth friends”

“Happy to see multicultural activity with mix of people”

“Reminds me of my past”

From the comments book for SPOrTLIGHT: Paintings by the Singh Twins at

Mid Pennine Arts:

“Fascinating. I couldn’t really afford it (having to change my car) but it was

so good I bought the catalogue!”

“Unlike anything I’ve seen before, really interesting & thought-provoking”

Email to Drake Music Project about their show ‘Common Threads’

“i congratulate you on the fantastic achievement of your concert on

Saturday, I was so glad I went. the mix of cultures, music and musical ideas

was something you don’t see very often but it worked so well. i really loved

the 2nd to last piece with everyone playing together it was such great energy”
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2.3 IMPACT ON PARTICIPANTS

Due to limited resources it was not possible to gather much evidence

regarding the impact of participating in projects on people. Social inclusion is

a topic covered in another evaluation report.6

The case study below has been included because it shows how a lot of

interest could be generated in a small town through international links.

Burnley Youth Theatre – Bersama / Kawan

Burnley Youth Theatre offered opportunities to young people to participate in

workshops and a final performance. They worked with international artists

from Singapore who brought short quality performance pieces with them and

performed them as part of the public performance.

The free workshops were well received by schools who said it would be good

to do more of this and continue to expose young people to new cultures.

There were 1089 participants in 50 workshop sessions, and demand was

twice as high as could be supplied. Participating schools can use and further

develop the workshop activity in future, if they choose to do so.

The participants and Singapore artists performed to a capacity audience of

mainly family and friends, at the Burnley Mechanics. They received very good

feedback from the audience. Burnley Youth Theatre considers performances

to be important as a payback for parental support and involvement, and for

participants work.

                                      
6 Cultureshock Final Evaluation Report, Beatriz Garcia, Jan 2003
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The participants gave the following feedback about their experiences:

The good things about participating:

• Sense of achievement at performing a piece and receiving big

applause at end

• First time experience doing physical theatre, performing to big

audience, performing at Mechanics

• Learning about Singapore theatre

• Working together to develop own ideas

• Making audience laugh

• On the whole was worth it, would do it again, would like to go on

exchange to Singapore and take piece of traditional English theatre,

and work with Singapore young people in schools.

• Felt privileged to be involved

The bad things about participating:

• Some difficulties in working as a team

• Really hard work – relieved when it was over

• Some things going wrong in performance

• Feet getting cut from floor in workshops
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2.4 IMPACT ON CITY/REGION

This section looks at the economic impact of Cultureshock activity to

Manchester and the region. It is important to note that the data collected

through the street surveys is not Cultureshock specific; it gives indications of

general economic impact during the Games period.

Visitors to the city

Between 49-58%7 of attenders to Cultureshock events were from outside

Manchester, and 10% were from outside the NW region.

The street surveys in Manchester show 64% of the public were from outside

Manchester, and 23% from outside the region.

Fig 2  Miles travelled to events
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7 See Appendix 6 – Validity of data for explanation of statistics (range in results
between all audience surveys and just venue-based surveys)
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Fig 3  Where respondents were from
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Transport

Unsurprisingly, most people used their cars to get to their destination.

Fig 4  Transport used
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However, compared with data from the Arts Attenders Survey of activity in

20008, car use by audiences is well down from 62% in 2000 to 30–45%9 for

Cultureshock.

Main reason for visit

38% of people who completed the street surveys during the Festival Live

period were there for the Commonwealth Games.

Fig 5  Main reason for visit - street surveys
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8 Arts Attenders Survey, Arts About Manchester 2001
9 See Appendix 6 – Validity of data for explanation of statistics (range in results
between all audience surveys and just venue-based surveys)
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Overnight stay

27% of people surveyed on the street from outside the city were staying

overnight. Of those, 33% were staying with friends and family, and 46% in

hotels or B&Bs.

Spending

Buying food and drink accounted for just over half of all spending by the

public. 10% said most money was spent on paying for tickets to events.

Fig 6  Most money spent - street surveys
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Audience profile

A third of all respondents of audience surveys were between 25-34 years old,

with 16-24 the next big group at 23% and 35-44 at 21%. 71% were

employed or self-employed, and 13% were students.
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Attenders were asked in an optional open question how they described their

ethnic/cultural identity. Around half chose not to answer that question. Of

the respondents, just under half were white British, and there were around

four times as many South Asian/British Asians as African/African

Caribbean/Black British attenders. There was a more culturally diverse

audience for Cultureshock than is generally achieved: in 2000 85% of

attenders were white British10.

Fig 7  Ethnic Identity of audiences
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Crossover in audiences for sports and arts events

The surveys show there was a considerable crossover in audiences for

Commonwealth Games sports events and Cultureshock events. Around a

third of respondents were going to one or more sports events. As the

audience surveys were conducted prior to the Games period, the actual

crossover figure could be even higher. The chart below also shows results

                                      
10 Arts Attenders Survey, Arts About Manchester, 2001
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from the ambassador and street surveys, which correlate to the audience

survey findings.

Fig 8  Sports & arts audience crossover      
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Within the city

East Manchester Community Forum (EMCF) felt it had helped in the short

term at least, to bridge the gap between East Manchester and the city

centre. Exhibiting local artwork in Urbis for example contributed to this wider

awareness in both directions. It made the venue more relevant in East

Manchester where there are few arts resources and it enabled local people to

celebrate and contribute to the image of their area further afield, which was

regarded by EMCF as important to the process of regeneration of East

Manchester. EMCF organised visits to Contact, Urbis and the Tate Liverpool,

to generate interest in other venues and activities in the rest of city and

beyond.
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2.5 TOURISM PARTNERSHIPS

Interviews were held with some of the organisations that the Tourism

Campaigns Manager11 formed partnerships with:

• Metrolink

• Manchester Airport

• Jury’s Inn

• City Sightseeing Tours

• Key 103

• Galaxy

• Printworks

• First North Western

• Greater Manchester District Tourism Forum

The partners mostly entered into value-in-kind or contra-deals with

Cultureshock. These involved free ad space and branding in the Cultureshock

brochure in return for example free ad space in stations and trams, and on

the plasma screens at the airport; video wall time and poster sites at

Printworks, and preferential rates for accommodation for artists and crew at

Jury’s.

The key benefit for the partners was felt to be PR related - it was good to be

seen supporting the arts and Cultureshock.

There were some missed opportunities cited. First North Western for

example, thought Cultureshock could have refreshed the generic posters with

event posters, which would have made it more likely that Cultureshock

posters would be up for the duration of the Cultureshock period. Brochures

could have been available at stations so that people could seek out further

information. It is not clear whether the option to refresh posters and display

brochures was actually articulated to Cultureshock at the time.
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Several partners had existing relationships with arts venues, and thought

there was potential for these to be developed in future. The key findings are

listed below.

2.5.1   Opportunities for the future

First North Western

The Marketing Manager said he was open to approaches from individual arts

organisations, but that without major events which people are prepared to

travel for, rail inclusion packages were not really an option. They can offer

short term tactical activity, so organisations send artwork and First North

Western do the print output and distribution to stations.

Printworks

The Centre Director stated his interest in developing relationships with arts

venues. He said as an urban entertainment centre, Printworks is one of the

major destinations for visitors to the city, and they do one or two tours a

week with foreign visitors (mainly fund managers and investors). Working

collaboratively to promote cultural events and portray Manchester as a

creative city would be to the benefit of everybody.

Metrolink

The Marketing Manager was interested in developing a tram art gallery idea,

and in having performing arts on trams and platforms. There were some

deals she thought arts organisations could tap into e.g. Metromax Weekend

                                                                                                                  
11 For more details on tourism partnerships see Cultureshock Tourism Campaigns
Final Report, Alison Salas, Sept 2002
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Family Ticket. She had tried combined deals where people booking in

advance are offered reduced price fares, but this was only effective if

box-office staff were pro-active in selling public transport, which she had

found generally did not happen.

Jury’s Inn

The General Manager said the hotel does not normally sponsor arts events

and can’t offer the sorts of contra deals most venues would want.

He also said Manchester as a Weekend Breaks destination was not high on

the agenda, and previous theatre deals had not had a high take-up. To make

deals financially viable, big shows are needed that will pull in non-local

audiences.

As quiet months, July and August are good times to get cheaper deals.

Galaxy

There was potential for future tie-in opportunities (hotel room, restaurant

meal, event) if it was the right sort of event that appealed to their target

market. They were particularly interested in music events.
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2.6 PERCEPTIONS OF CULTURESHOCK

2.6.1   Cultureshock marketing

Cultureshock organised two marketing seminars for organisations and

venues, giving advice on developing organisations’ own marketing strategies,

offering opportunities to network and find out about Cultureshock marketing

plans. Cultureshock also sent out information about joint marketing

opportunities through tourism partnerships and Travel Trade Fairs that

organisations could attend, and information about how to participate in joint

advertising campaigns with MacCabes. It appears however that not all this

information was getting through to the interview subjects as is shown below.

Effectiveness of PR

Organisations experiences of working with the Cultureshock PR team varied

quite widely across the programme. Some were satisfied with Cultureshock’s

input and found the relationships worked well, others had contact but found

some parts of the team to be more effective than others, and some had very

little or no contact at all. A few organisations claimed not to know the PR

team even existed.

Some organisations commented they didn’t receive enough feedback from

the PR team, and so didn’t know how information sent was being used or

what the outcomes were. Some of the media coverage can be credited to the

actions of the PR team but other coverage was or could have been the result

of organisations own links and actions.  There was some duplication in

information and conflicting messages given to the media due to a perceived

lack of PR co-ordination.

The national advertising for ‘Legs on the Wall’ did not include ‘Streets Ahead’

branding. This was perceived by MIA as a missed opportunity to
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communicate the nature of the event to Streets Ahead audiences. MIA use

the brand for this purpose very successfully, and felt Cultureshock had

misunderstood and considered ‘Streets Ahead’ to be yet another logo rather

than a brand with its own loyal audience.

Many organisations experienced difficulties in explaining to media the

relationship between events, Cultureshock, SOFF and the Games. According

to one of the PR team, the media often received a blurred message. The

Bridgewater Hall described this confusion in packaging as unpeeling an onion

skin – there is good product underneath but it takes time to explain the

relationships between all the elements, for example M2002, the Games,

SOFF, Cultureshock, the Royal Gala event and the Pulse programme. It was

also difficult to sustain media interest in Cultureshock throughout the whole

period, a point acknowledged in the Marketing Final Report12.

Some criticisms were made of the Cultureshock brochure. There was some

misleading copy, for example in the way collaborative projects were credited,

and not enough space or detail given to projects involving multiple events

such as Art South Asia, Pulse and the Commonwealth Film Festival. The

implication here is that the brochure didn’t support audiences in making

choices. In some cases, this was unavoidable for Cultureshock – the

brochures covered a period of a few months at a time, and some projects

were not in a position to supply detailed information by copy deadlines.

The audience surveys show the brochure did have an impact, with 11-15%13 of

respondents selecting this as the way they found out about the event. This is

comparable with results from local festivals Dance of Black Origin 2001 (16%) and

Black History Month – Acts of Achievement 2001 (11%)

Word of mouth was a very important communication channel, with 41-50%

of the attenders questioned citing this method. This compares to 38% for

Dance of Black Origin 2001 and 45% for Acts of Achievement 2001. Research

                                      
12 Cultureshock Marketing Final Report, Helen Palmer, Sept 2002
13 See Appendix 6 – Validity of data for explanation of statistics (range in results
between all audience surveys and just venue-based surveys)
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for Manchester City Council on the economic impact of cultural festivals from

1994-199714, shows that between 22-35% of attenders questioned found out

about events in this way, so evidently word of mouth has become even more

important for festivals since then.

Fig 9  How people found out about the event
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Joint marketing

A lack of a co-ordinated and structured approach to joint marketing between

venues and organisations is one of the main criticisms made by the interview

subjects.

Several organisations interviewed thought that Cultureshock, in addition to

delivery of an umbrella campaign, could have placed greater emphasis on the

                                      
14 MCC Report on the Economic Impact of Cultural Festivals 1994-1997, AAM 1998
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value of collaborative approaches to marketing. An example given was that

Cultureshock, together with Arts About Manchester, could have brought

organisations together for campaign marketing meetings to discuss

collaborations, to minimise competing for the same audiences.

Brand v product advertising

Concerns were expressed that although the Cultureshock brand was being

firmly pushed, there was a lack of national marketing and press for

Cultureshock events. An example cited was the JC Decaux sites, which were

not used to promote individual elements of the programme. It was

recognised there was a conflict between organisations wanting to push their

own product and Cultureshock wanting to promote the brand. The Lowry

believed the Cultureshock brand would have benefited from joint/shared

advertising across venues rather than each venue running individual

advertisements carrying the Cultureshock brand. Several organisations such

as the Bridgewater Hall and Manchester Art Gallery thought there should

have been joint advertising campaigns with Cultureshock, where the cost of

promoting blocks of key events with the Cultureshock brand was shared.

The only national advertising seen was for a Cultureshock commissioned

project ‘Legs on the Wall’. A suggestion was made that this show should have

been promoted alongside Walk the Plank’s show which was also an outdoor

site-specific event featuring an Australian company.

Prioritisation

Six projects were selected as ‘beacons’. This term was used by Cultureshock

as a lever to generate additional funding. According to the Marketing

Manager this term was dropped by Cultureshock once funding was secured

so that no project would appear to be prioritised, but SoFF continued to use

the term, leading to confusion and raised expectations.
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Shisha hosted the Art South Asia exhibition. They had expected

comprehensive marketing for all the key ‘beacon’ projects such as theirs, but

felt Cultureshock's marketing campaign to be ambivalent and focused on the

Cultureshock-initiated projects which were prioritised for press coverage.

This concern that Cultureshock promoted its own commissioned events but

not anyone else’s has been echoed in several other interviews. The perceived

lack of parity in support is also explored earlier in ‘Impact on Organisations’

section. The impact of promoting individual events on the workload of the

Marketing Manager is covered in her report, and it seems one of the

outcomes was less time available for continued development of generic

marketing activity. 15

Other organisations felt Cultureshock had missed the importance of their

projects e.g. Manchester Schools Improvement Service, who felt that as an

educational project ‘Tales of Power’ was not seen as a priority by

Cultureshock. They felt Cultureshock did not recognise the extraordinary

nature of the project - the process of engagement with Nigeria and the

involvement of thousands of children.

2.6.2   Cultureshock the brand

A few organisations perceived a problem at the heart of Cultureshock: it was

not a brand, it was a logo. A comparison was made with Family Friendly,

which is a brand because it tells people what it is - Cultureshock did not. This

was elaborated further by another organisation: “Cultureshock the brand was

wanting to borrow product from other places, but it is content and product

that creates the brand”. New brands take time and / or money to establish

and explain themselves, and Cultureshock didn’t have much of either. These

views hit at the core of the marketing strategy to prioritise generic promotion

over specific events or elements.

                                      
15 Cultureshock Marketing Final Report, Helen Palmer, Sept 2002
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One of the PR people said Cultureshock was not a good name and kept

getting subbed out. Some of the organisations said the name was off-putting

and not accessible, as it literally set out to shock and court controversy.

One organisation commented it is difficult to get people to pick up the

Cultureshock brochure if they don’t know what Cultureshock is.

This point was echoed by another who stressed generic poster campaigns

only work if people know what Cultureshock is, and the posters were not

obvious. In the Cultureshock Marketing Final Report it is stated: “had

Cultureshock been called the Commonwealth Games Arts Festival it would

have received more recognition and certainly more media coverage”.16 As

was noted earlier, it was repeated several times in interview that brand

advertising should have been reinforced by events advertising.

2.6.3   Public awareness

Most organisations interviewed said the awareness amongst arts

professionals was high but doubted the public, especially outside Manchester,

would know what Cultureshock was. Cultureshock recommended that the by-

line ‘Commonwealth Games North West Cultural Programme’ be used on

publicity material.

The statistics for awareness by home address are inconclusive; the street

and audience surveys do not show any significant difference in awareness

between Manchester, Greater Manchester, Liverpool, the NW and the rest of

the UK.

21% of people questioned in the street had heard of the Cultureshock

festival, and 13% had not only heard of it but also said they knew it was the

NW cultural programme for the Commonwealth Games.

                                      
16 Cultureshock Marketing Final Report, Helen Palmer, Sept 2002
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Audience surveys show 52-56% of attenders had heard of Cultureshock, 44-

55%17 knew Cultureshock was connected to the Commonwealth Games. 61%

of attenders said they knew the event they were attending was part of

Cultureshock. The discrepancy here is probably due to some people gaining

knowledge about the connections between the event, Cultureshock and the

Games whilst in the process of completing the survey.

When asked whether knowing an event was part of Cultureshock made it

more credible and/or made people more likely to attend, 7% of attenders

said it made events more credible and about the same amount said they

would be more likely to attend. The telephone surveys give higher results

with 45% saying they would be more likely to attend and 53% saying it

made the event more credible to be part of Cultureshock. The reason for

such a big difference between these surveys could be that as the telephone

surveys were with people who had filled out the mailing form in the

Cultureshock brochure and said they were willing to be contacted for

research purposes, they had already bought in to the idea of Cultureshock.

In summary, the figures show that around half the Cultureshock audience

were aware of what Cultureshock was, around half that the event they were

attending was part of it, but about the same amount thought knowing the

event was part of Cultureshock didn’t made any difference to them. With

13% of the public questioned claiming to know Cultureshock was the NW

cultural programme for the Commonwealth Games, it can be concluded that

public awareness was actually quite high, contrary to organisations

perceptions.

                                      
17 See Appendix 6 – Validity of data for explanation of statistics (range in results
between all audience surveys and just venue-based surveys)
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2.6.4   The Cultureshock programme

There was a mixture of views given in interview. Some thought there was a

good balance of community and high profile events, and a diverse range of

projects across artforms. A few thought a central festival, with co-producers

and promoters was a great idea. It was mentioned that the theme of

diversity is both a strength and a weakness, as it allows for different events

to be included, and offers opportunities for small organisations to get

involved, but it also makes it difficult to have a focus. A couple people said it

felt more like a high arts festival, and that the brochure design appealed to

that audience. One felt quality outdoor events were more accessible, and

should have taken up a bigger part of the programme. Another noted the

absence of major theatre shows, unlike the music strand, which had the

Courtney Pine event.

One interview subject in reference to the original themes of Youth, Diversity,

Fusion and Identity said “I’m not sure about the Fusion element – most

projects were not collaborations or even conversations”.

A few people interviewed said Cultureshock did not feel like a festival as

such, more like a series of events.

A couple of organisations based outside the city said it felt like a Manchester

festival. A view was expressed that the commissions should have addressed

the imbalance in spread of projects across the region.
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3. CONCLUSION

3.1 COMPARATIVE REVIEW

This section provides a critical comparative review of the outcomes and

outputs of Cultureshock activity to the aims and objectives as listed in the

Introduction. However as these aims and objectives are fairly generic with

vague targets, it is only possible to make fairly broad statements about

Cultureshock performance.

The information given below is based on the analysis of interviews with

organisations, data supplied by Cultureshock, and audience and street

surveys.

3.1.1   Organisational aims

1. To promote diverse programming, across artforms, strands (Youth,

Community, Performance, Exhibition, Critical Debate), and the region

Information from Cultureshock indicates just over 100 organisations and

almost 30 venues participated in delivering the Cultureshock programme.

As is shown in the charts below, a reasonable degree of balance was

achieved across the strands and artforms.

Geographical spread was not as even with around half of all projects taking

place in Manchester. Add in the projects in other Greater Manchester

boroughs and this figure rises to two thirds. Three quarters of the

commissioned and Cultureshock funded projects were presented in
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Manchester. Although Cultureshock was conceived as a NW programme, with

the Games in Manchester it was perhaps inevitable that Manchester would be

the focus for the cultural events too. It would be unrealistic to expect the

same amount of programming in every part of the region, but a better

balance could have been achieved with gaps in provision plugged by work

commissioned and/or funded by Cultureshock.

Cultureshock achieved a range in the type of organisation and venue that

took part - just over half the organisations and around a third of venues

could be classed as ‘small’ in terms of resources, and around an eighth of the

organisations and venues were relatively new.

It is evident that Cultureshock achieved an overall diversity in programming.

Fig. 10  Projects by strand
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Fig. 11  Projects by artform
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Fig. 12  Regional spread of projects
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2. To offer new opportunities for international collaboration for existing

projects

A distinction has to be made between projects devised and produced in

collaboration with international companies and artists, and projects produced

by UK companies which feature international artists. From the information

available from Cultureshock it is not possible to measure how many

organisations delivered collaborative projects with international partners, but

the data does indicate that just over one third of all projects had

international artistic links. Two thirds of the case studies involved

international artistic or delivery elements. One of the projects, ‘Crossing

Seas, Building Bridges’ was a full artistic collaboration between Walk the

Plank and Australian company Bambuco.

Cultureshock information indicates there was some unevenness in the

geographical spread of project links by Commonwealth continent. Asia was

very well represented at five times the amount of Caribbean links; the

continent of Asia accounted for around a third of all artistic links.

3. To create opportunities for importing international work to the region to

help develop regional profile and audiences

There is no information available giving the total number of projects that

imported work (as opposed to working with individual artists). Projects

known to have achieved good regional profile and audiences include Legs on

the Wall and the Art South Asia exhibitions.
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3.1.2   Aspirations for organisations

4. New organisations enter arts funding system

There is evidence from interviews that some organisations e.g. East

Manchester Community Forum, Commonwealth Film Festival and

G.percussion received arts funding for the first time. Information from North

West Arts Board shows that 25% of all applicants to the designated RALP

fund were first time applicants to North West Arts Board. Of the 57

successful applicants, 5 were first time applicants, equivalent to 9%. They

received 8% of the total RALP fund.

5. Organisations develop projects with artists for first time

All the projects looked at as case studies involved organisations working with

at least some artists they had not worked with before.

6. Stronger infrastructure for organisations led by people from

Commonwealth-originating communities

Based on information received from Cultureshock, 27% of the programme

comprised of projects delivered by organisations led by people from

Commonwealth-originating communities. Whether there is now an overall

stronger infrastructure for these organisations as a result of Cultureshock is

impossible to assess at this time. Some specific organisations e.g. Milap and

Shisha certainly have stronger relationships with mainstream venues as a

result.
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7. Venues have more confidence about cultural diversity as a key marketing

tool for culture in this city, contributing to an increased potential to

position ourselves internationally 

When asked what sort of festival should be programmed in future, almost all

interview subjects named cultural diversity as one of the key elements. One

organisation described it is as a strength of Greater Manchester, and for that

reason believed it should be exploited.

8. Venues raise their game by programming work they would not have

otherwise done on their own without Cultureshock, with a result that

venues change their perception of culturally diverse work

That Cultureshock provided organisations with opportunities to deliver

projects additional to what would have been programmed anyway is clear

from the interviews. Access to specially designated sources of funding was a

crucial incentive: approximately 46% of all projects were funded through

RALP, 6% through ACE as ‘beacon’ projects, and 16% through Cultureshock’s

own unrestricted fund.

Several organisations said they now felt more confident about programming

culturally diverse work; Cultureshock demonstrated that there is both quality

product and audiences for this work, should they wish to do so.

9. Individuals and organisations build capacity to do more events in future

The benefits in terms of professional development and legacy have been

described earlier in this report. All of those interviewed experienced some

sort of learning that can be used to inform future practice. The project

development grant scheme funded the research of 56 projects, of which 31

made it through to production.
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10.  New structures created for delivery so artform specific events can

continue (specifically Commonwealth Film and Literature Festivals)

The Commonwealth Film Festival succeeded in starting to build a film

infrastructure, which has potential for future development. No information

was available at the time of writing about the Literature Festival.

3.1.3   Aspirations for audiences

11.  New audiences introduced to the arts

Audience surveys show that 23% of all respondents experienced types of

work or events for the first time, and 39% were first time attenders to

venues.

Arts About Manchester’s Arts Attenders Survey18 based on 2000 activity,

gives the audience for venue-based work from Manchester and Greater

Manchester at 61%, and from Liverpool at 2%. Using these as benchmarks,

at 72% for Manchester and Greater Manchester Cultureshock achieved very

good local market penetration. 6% of attenders were from Liverpool.

12.  Audiences seeing work otherwise wouldn’t have opportunity to see

This is difficult to measure, but based on the funding statistics given above, it

could be argued that around two thirds of the programme would not have

been presented at that time without Cultureshock.

13.  Audiences understanding and appreciation broadened and deepened, and

interest stimulated in the arts as a result of good qualitative experiences

of new work, artforms or artists

                                      
18 Arts Attenders Survey, Arts About Manchester 2001
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The audience surveys show that around 87% of attenders had positive

experiences, with almost half of those rating the event as excellent or

equivalent. The results of the telephone interviews were even higher, with

positive experiences at 97%.

Around a third of respondents felt their thinking had changed as a result of

attending the event.  Just over three-quarters of those people said it had

changed in a positive way. In response to the open question ‘How has your

thinking changed as a result of attending this event?’ around a sixth said

their appreciation and knowledge of the artform had increased, and 13% said

it had encouraged them to attend more events in future.

99% of respondents said they would like to attend ‘events like this’ in future

and the same percentage said there should be regular cultural festivals in the

region in future.

The impact on audiences is explored earlier in this report.

14.  Audiences stimulated to think about what it means to live in this region in

the 21st century given the changes in cultural mix and dynamic and

demographics that have already taken place

Around a third of respondents said they had become more open-minded and

increased their cultural awareness and understanding as a result of attending

the event. One in ten stated in answer to the open question that their

perception of Manchester as a culturally vibrant place had been enhanced.

3.1.4   Aspirations for Manchester/the region

Some of the information given below is derived from street surveys

administered during the Festival Live period across Greater Manchester and

Chester. 73% of data was collected in Manchester.
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15.  Repositioning of Manchester and Greater Manchester as an international

centre of diverse culture and creativity

This is very difficult to measure based on the information available. A

detailed study of national and international media coverage for Cultureshock

and Cultureshock events would give a good indication of media perceptions.

As was noted above, 10% of respondents to audience surveys said they now

had a better perception of Manchester. The street surveys indicate 12% of

people asked said the main reason for their visit was cultural entertainment,

and 38% cited the Commonwealth Games.

See the Impact on the City/region section for more details.

16.  Enhanced national and international profile and reputation with all

sectors for delivering cultural activity

The above point applies.

17.  More visitors to the city and region

The audience surveys show 24-28% of Cultureshock attenders were from

outside Greater Manchester. Of those, 10% had come from outside the

region. These statistics show Cultureshock did succeed in attracting attenders

from the rest of the UK. Compared with the figure from a report for

Manchester City Council19 of 20% of attenders coming from outside Greater

Manchester to festival activity in 1997, this shows an increase in market

penetration of audiences for festivals from outside Greater Manchester.

The report on economic impact of cultural festivals 1994-97 gives other

information on visitor profile. It uses figures from Marketing Manchester for

visitors to attractions in 1996 to show that 21% were from outside the NW,

                                      
19 MCC Report on the Economic Impact of Cultural Festivals 1994-1997, AAM 1998
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comparable to the figure of 23% in the Cultureshock Manchester street

surveys.

The report also states that 23% of visitors to cultural festivals between 1994-

97 had not been to the city before. 17% of street survey respondents were

visiting Manchester for the first time, unfortunately there is no similar data

about arts attenders new to Manchester.

18.  Impact on Manchester City Council cultural and events strategies, and a

re-framed future events calendar

At the time of writing, there is no information available to assess whether

this has happened.

19.  Decision-makers such as local authorities gain a greater appreciation of

the benefits and social impact of the arts

The above point applies.

20.  Relevancy to Liverpool bid for Capital of Culture

The above point applies.

3.1.5   Summary

From all of the evidence available, it can be broadly concluded that

Cultureshock was a successful programme in terms of meeting most the aims

as defined in this report.

The Cultureshock team had just less than one year to plan a major

programme of events. Some of the issues raised in interview as missed
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opportunities or concerns could have been addressed with more planning

time. With the further challenge of uncertainty surrounding funding, the

Cultureshock team deserve credit for pulling together a programme of so

many events and of such variety in activity, where participation resulted in

predominantly positive qualitative experiences for audiences and

organisations.

However, over the three year period from pre-planning to delivery there

were no constant clearly communicated aims and objectives for

Cultureshock, shared by the team, the Steering Group and other

stakeholders. The relationship between Cultureshock and SoFF was also

unclear. Delivery partners therefore received different and sometimes

conflicting information about what Cultureshock was there to do, which led to

differing expectations and as we have seen in some cases, concerns

regarding Cultureshock’s approach to programming, marketing and

supporting projects. The apparent withdrawal of the Steering Group from

active involvement with regard to delivery once the team was in place left

the Cultureshock team exposed. Lines of accountability were not transparent

to organisations, leading to impressions that certain decisions about

programming and marketing support were made without reference to any

overall strategy.

With such a short timescale to plan and deliver a major 4-month festival, the

communications between the Cultureshock team and organisations were

intense and prolific. Cultureshock attempted to disseminate all necessary

information as widely and as effectively as possible, but for organisations this

meant a sheer mass of information that was difficult to keep track of. Many

of the missed opportunities cited were due to information being overlooked

or information going astray somewhere en route.

The Cultureshock period seems to have been unnecessarily restrictive. It

should have continued into the Games period so organisations could have

had the opportunity to tap into the Games market. The free outdoor events
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and exhibitions that did take place during the Games period benefited from

the high numbers of visitors in the city.

There are significant legacies for the arts community in the region as a result

of Cultureshock that can be built on e.g. new audiences for the arts, new

links with local communities, partnership and cross-venue working, and

international links. One interesting legacy mentioned in interview by the

Bridgewater Hall was that the critical mass of product allowed for

conversations to take place with BBC4 regarding filming output and creating

product for the channel thus addressing their NW regional imbalance.

Another potential legacy is that lessons learnt from the experience could

inform future practice and policy. This is explored in the final section of this

report.

3.2 QUESTIONS RAISED

a) One venue raised the question of what the issues are for a festival such

as Cultureshock in encouraging artistic collaborations. This is a valid

question for further research – what are the benefits and problems of

collaborations? When do they work and when not?

b) The ‘Beckham’ story (where an image was misrepresented in the tabloid

press) led to the artists receiving death threats by people who used the

story for their own political purposes. This raises the question of the

ability of festival co-ordinators to anticipate and handle bad press and

difficult and potentially dangerous situations when working with

organisations and people from countries which are in the midst of serious

conflict, turmoil and social unease. Advice or support from specialist

organisations might be helpful in this context. Assessing the impact of

international politics on local arts activity would be a useful exercise.
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c) For festivals with ambitions for large programmes of work, organisations

having to compete for the same limited pots of money is a big issue.

d) High profile work pulls in audiences from outside the region, so if there is

a lack of major events of this type, venues are more reliant on audiences

from within the region. A recurring theme in the interviews was whether

there were enough audiences regionally to support the programme, and

that without sufficient numbers coming from the rest of the UK, venues

and organisations would be in a position of competing for both existing

and new audiences. The high number (39%) of new audiences attracted

to venues (almost two thirds of whom were from Greater Manchester) and

between 45-63%20 of people attending more than one Cultureshock event

were key to keeping box-office figures healthy. Analysis of box-office

figures through Arts About Manchester’s data:crunch™ programme should

illuminate this further.

e) A major question for organisations and venues is how to develop the new

audiences that Cultureshock attracted, and how to maintain contact with

new attenders whose data is not being captured as they do not book in

advance or because there is no ticketed box office. Of the respondents to

the audience surveys, 41% said they generally do not book in advance,

which is lower than the benchmark figure for arts audiences. Analysis of

several years of box-office figures through data:crunch™ shows that of

the performing arts audience in Greater Manchester, 86% book in

advance.

f) The indications are that audiences for culturally diverse work display

different behaviour patterns with regard to booking in advance and loyalty

to venues, to traditional arts attenders.

Analysis of Cultureshock data currently in process is vital to confirm or

repudiate the findings from the audience surveys, as it will look at

information relating to all Cultureshock events across 9 venues with

                                      
20 See Appendix 6 for explanation of statistics
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ticketed box-office systems within the Arts About Manchester

membership.

The data:crunch™ report will include: total expenditure at Cultureshock

events, average number of tickets bought, how far in advance people

book, audience profile, where bookers came from, crossover of

attendance at participating venues etc. All of these can be compared to

the norm to demonstrate whether Cultureshock actually attracted a

different audience or not. In addition, MOSAIC profiling and lifestage

analysis etc. undertaken by artform, enables AAM to compare audiences

for specific types of culturally diverse work to the benchmark. The results

from this activity will be extremely useful in informing the way audiences

are targeted more effectively and accurately in future.

g) The point was made in interview that serious flagship events with a

supporting programme need a massive amount of subsidy and strategic

investment. There is a question as to whether there is likely to be

sufficient public and private funding to sustain regular multi-million pound

arts festivals of this nature. It is perhaps only likely to be achievable when

an arts festival is linked, as this was to a major international event of

wider cultural significance.
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3.3 KEY LESSONS

This section lists the main lessons to be learnt. It is divided into three

subsections: lessons regarding Practice for organisations, Practice for festival

co-ordinators, and Policy for policy development and funding decision-

making.

3.3.1   PRACTICE – for organisations

Cross-venue working

a) Campaign meetings for venues and organisations are useful for discussing

collaborations, and for the co-ordination of programming to avoid

duplication and clashes in programming, and minimise competing for the

same audiences. Joint marketing campaigns make the sharing and

augmenting of audiences more likely

Partnership working

b) Effective partnership working requires longer planning time and regular

meetings to be held so the work by each partner is complimentary

c) Organisations need to be pro-active about maintaining lines of

communication with partners and festival organisers

Support for artists

d) Longer courses of workshops give international artists more time to work

with and get to know participants
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e) It is important for suitable language support to be in place when bringing

over international artists

f) Attaching mentors to international artists doing residencies worked well

g) Hosts for international artists, who have relevant networks to create

environment for offshoot activities are also useful

3.3.2   PRACTICE – for festival organisers

Planning & programming

h) A greater clarity and consistency regarding the objectives and remit of

Cultureshock would have helped the team in managing organisations’

expectations, and helped reduce perceptions of imbalances in the

programme and a certain lack of parity in support for commissioned and

externally produced work.

i) Specially designated sources of funding for organisations to deliver events

proved to be crucial components of the festival package.

j) It is easier to create a focus and sustain media interest with a short (e.g.

one month) festival period.

k) Advocating with big venues on behalf of small or community arts

organisations would have been useful, as major organisations and

production companies have more power, making it more difficult for

smaller organisations to secure quality venues with good production

facilities.

l) Free outdoor events are very successful in attracting new audiences and

in animating public spaces. These and free exhibitions are the types of

events that can benefit in audiences and profile from presentation during

the main event period when visitor numbers are at their peak.
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Communication

m) Festival organisers need to communicate with all partners of collaborative

projects, and with key departments in organisations to reduce possibilities

for confusion and misunderstanding.

n) Co-productions need a longer process of negotiation beforehand to

eliminate uncertainties about ownership of responsibilities.

o) PR co-ordination is important so the media does not receive confused

messages and organisations can keep track of coverage. The use of a PR

agency with necessary knowledge and expertise in getting critics and

journalists to the NW is vital. It is less easy to co-ordinate festivals if

more than one PR company is involved, especially if they are based in

different cities.

p) Providing co-ordination and feedback regarding the availability of venues

is useful, as knowing what venues are available is important to the

development of work.

Marketing

q) There were considerable marketing challenges involved in creating a new

brand with complex partner relationships within such a short timescale,

and in communicating a clear message to the public. Attaining such public

awareness of Cultureshock was a major achievement in these

circumstances, but a greater focus on promoting the festival brand with

individual events through joint marketing campaigns would have helped

communicate the links between partners, brands and elements of the

programme.

r) The branding of festivals needs to be simplified to minimise blurred or

confused messages to the public and media.
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3.3.3   POLICY

s) Insecurity of funding and insufficient lead-in time presents major

challenges to organisations, making high profile quality projects more

difficult and risky to deliver.

t) The Project Development Manager role was a crucial post, as

organisations benefited from useful advice and support.

u) R&D funding was very effective in developing new work with international

partners.

v) Seminars on securing visas/work permits proved to be very useful.

w) The legacy of Cultureshock could be strengthened if future initiatives such

as Decibel take a strategic approach towards building upon it.
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4. RECOMMENDATIONS

These are recommendations for future activity and for building on the legacy

of Cultureshock, and are derived from the lessons learnt through

organisations’ experiences of delivering, contributing to and participating in

the Cultureshock programme.

4.1 PRACTICE – for festival organisers

1. Festival teams need at least two years to plan the delivery of major 

programmes of work.

2. A decision needs to be made whether the festival is a commissioning

agent/festival planner or a joint marketing vehicle, or both. For

festivals to have a focus, rather than being all-inclusive they need to

take a strategic approach to what is programmed and how it is

marketed. An active steering group/board is needed to ensure the

festival remit and methodology for delivery is clearly articulated and

followed through in the objectives. Clarity and transparency regarding

roles and objectives makes it easier for festival organisers to manage

the expectations of partners and organisations.

3. Festival organisers and audience development agencies could act as 

‘dating agencies’ where collaboration opportunities between 

organisations are identified and facilitated. The scope of the facilitation

would have to be clearly communicated, so organisations don’t have 

unrealistic expectations about the amount of involvement agencies can

have in developing partnerships.
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4.2 POLICY   

4. To expand into the national arts market and develop viable tourism

partnerships, major high profile events are needed, which require early

funding decisions and long lead-in times.

5. Non-timescaled funding schemes should be created for developing 

international work.

6. Sponsorship clashes need to be resolved at an early stage so 

organisations are not disadvantaged by missed opportunities or delays

in securing vital private funding. Uncertainties over funding make the 

planning of projects much more difficult.

7. Evaluation needs to be imbedded into core planning from the outset

for it to be most effective.

4.3 FURTHER RECOMMENDATIONS

8. The Steering Group should consider attempting to track the longer

term impact of Cultureshock on organisations (e.g. programming) and

audiences in the city and region.

9. So that the lessons learnt can be shared to inform and improve future

practice, the Steering Group should ensure the key elements of the

report are shared with the organisations and venues which participated

in the evaluation, and with other agencies such as North West Cultural

Consortium, North West Development Agency, Department of Culture

Media & Sport, the Liverpool Capital of Culture team, and local

authority arts and cultural officers.
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APPENDIX 1: Case studies

Case studies:

• Singh Twins – SPOrT-LIGHT

• Drake Music Project – Common Threads

• East Manchester Community Forum – East Feast 4

• Shisha – Art South Asia

• Milap – various events

• MIA presents Legs on the Wall - Homeland

• Sokari Douglas Camp – Imagined Steel

• Contact Theatre – various events

• Burnley Youth Theatre – Kawan/Bersama

• Youth Arts shock – Loud & Visible

• The Lowry

• Bridgewater Hall

• green room

• Library Theatre

• Cornerhouse

• Royal Exchange Theatre

• Turton Tower – Swim & Go Freeze

• Manchester Arts Education Festival – Tales of Power

• Community Arts North West – Urban Skies

• Commonwealth Film Festival

• Commonwealth Literature Festival

• Walk the Plank – Crossing Seas, Building Bridges

• FACT – Common People
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APPENDIX 2: Cultureshock Aims & Objectives

Tracking the changes

From the time Manchester won the bid to host the Games, it was broadly
acknowledged that this was a unique chance to promote and experience the
creative vibrancy of Manchester and the North West.

Initial aims

An early document21 from the M2002 Cultural Steering Group defined the
cultural programme at this point as consisting of three distinct but connected
elements: the Opening & Closing ceremonies and special events, a regional
programme of events, and a Manchester focussed ‘festival’ including
entertainment in the Athlete’s Village.

The core aims were identified as:

• To promote Britain, Manchester and the North West as major cultural
destinations

• To embrace the cultural diversity of the Commonwealth

• To enhance the cultural achievements of those communities in the UK
that have strong links with other Commonwealth countries

• To encourage the creativity of young people

• To forge longer term cultural and educational links between the UK and
other Commonwealth countries

• To contribute imaginatively to the enhancement of the sporting
programme

• To expand opportunities for cultural tourism

• To promote the region’s creative industries thereby contributing to
economic regeneration

Aims as identified for R&D grant

In 2000, a project development grant for the North West Cultural Programme
was announced, set up and administered through NWAB and Visiting Arts
with the support of Manchester City Council and the Foreign &
Commonwealth Office.

                                      
21 Framework for the 2002 Commonwealth Games Cultural Programme, M2002
Cultural Steering Group 1999
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The scheme’s aim was to support the research and development phase of
proposals in any artform. Resulting from this phase would be public
presentations during the Programme period (defined here as 11 March – 4
August 2002).

The guidelines emphasised that proposals had to embrace at least one of the
four key themes of Youth, Diversity, Fusion and Identity, and involve working
internationally with Commonwealth countries or Commonwealth-originating
communities in the UK. It was also stated that proposals should provide a
new opportunity for artists and promoters to develop links and establish
cultural connections, and contribute to the long term legacy and impact of
the project on the organisation, regional audiences/participants and within
the wider community. Priority was to be given to proposals from (or in
partnership with) people originating from Commonwealth countries in the UK,
disabled people and organisations led by disabled people. In making the
funding decisions, consideration was also to be made of geographical spread
across the North West region and across Commonwealth countries, balance
of awards between projects with international dimensions and those
originating locally within the UK, good spread across artforms, and a balance
between the four themes.

It is worth exploring these themes in more detail for their contribution in the
definition of the North West cultural programmes aims and objectives:

YOUTH
Projects involve young people or are targeted to young people as the
audience

DIVERSITY
Projects develop the arts of communities and artists of African, African
Caribbean, South and South East Asian descent, and develops those
communities as audiences

FUSION
Projects explore the benefit of cross-cultural approaches e.g. fusing different
artforms or techniques, and working with different communities

IDENTITY
Projects relate to specific communities within the UK and in the
Commonwealth

In addition, the guidelines also encouraged projects to “promote a dynamic
and contemporary image of the Commonwealth in the 21st century through
exploring issues relating to contemporary Commonwealth: diversity,
environment, good governance, respect for human rights, equality of
opportunity, women’s issues etc.”
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Aims as identified for RALP

From April 2001 organisations could apply to the Regional Arts Lottery
Programme through North West Arts for funding to present work during the
Programme period. In addition to the need to address the themes of Youth,
Diversity, Fusion and Identity and to have a Commonwealth link, projects
also had to meet North West Arts regional priorities.

Aims as identified by Cultureshock

In February 2002, a meeting was held to discuss evaluation of Cultureshock.
Information supplied by the Co-Creative Producer and Project Development
Manager formed the basis of the subsequent evaluation proposal. The aims
and objectives of Cultureshock were described as:

• To bring new organisations into the funding system

• To offer new opportunities for international collaboration for existing
projects

• To create opportunities for importing international work to the region to
help develop regional profile and audiences

• To promote diverse programming, defined as a balance of the three
objectives listed above across the artforms, the region, and the five
strands (Youth, Community, Performance, Exhibition, Critical Debate)

To find out how this perspective related to that of the Regional Cultural
Steering Group, individual interviews were conducted with the members, and
a report produced which collated and synthesised the individual views on
aspirations, legacy and future of Cultureshock22. There was some divergence
in opinion but this was manifested in interview subjects giving different
weighting to particular views, aspirations and aspects of legacy rather than
actually disagreeing with each other. The weighting given largely reflected
the agendas and priorities of the organisations the steering group members
represented.

By the time of these interviews (March 2002) it was generally acknowledged
that original aspirations for the cultural programme in terms of substantial
amounts of major international work would not be realised due to insufficient
time and funding. Other initial aspirations such as artistic programming to be
done by Commonwealth-originating communities were also no longer
achievable. The themes of Youth, Diversity, Fusion and Identity were not
referred to by the Cultureshock team or steering group.

                                      
22 Interim Evaluation Report, Nadine Andrews, May 2002
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Aims & objectives as expressed by Cultureshock Steering Group in March
2002 can be summarised as:

• To generate interest in the Games

• To explore and generate interest in the broad theme of Commonwealth

• To demonstrate the modern Commonwealth from a British perspective

• To challenge notions of culture through inclusivity of communities

• To present a festival which is recognised as distinctive and exciting in its
own right

• To present quality international work from Commonwealth countries to
draw in critics and audiences from all over the UK

• To present quality national and regional work including that produced at
grass-roots level by small scale arts organisations and community groups

• To present work that otherwise wouldn’t happen

• To achieve a balance of strands across region (no targets set)

• To offer community-based organisations the opportunity to move towards
more mainstream positions and achieve greater profile

In the Marketing Final Report, the marketing aims and objectives as set out
in the Marketing Strategy (July 2001) are listed as:

• To raise awareness and profile the arts, culture and creative industries in
the region

• To ensure the inclusion of Commonwealth-originating communities as
participants and audiences

• To provide a lasting legacy of increases in skills, capacity, new and better
events for the region

• To develop new audiences for the arts in the region

• To increase ticket sales and visitor figures for events

• To develop new and better collaborations, especially internationally

Summary

It is possible to separate objectives relating to legacy into three main
strands: impact on audiences, organisations, and Manchester and the region.

ASPIRATIONS FOR AUDIENCES

• New audiences introduced to the arts

• Audiences seeing work they otherwise wouldn’t have opportunity to see
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• Audiences understanding and appreciation broadened and deepened, and
interest stimulated in the arts as a result of good qualitative experiences
of new work, artforms or artists

• Audiences stimulated to think about what it means to live in this region
now in the 21st century given the changes in cultural mix and dynamic
and demographics that have already taken place

ASPIRATIONS FOR ORGANISATIONS

• New organisations enter arts funding system

• Organisations develop projects with artists for first time

• Stronger infrastructure for organisations led by people from
Commonwealth-originating communities

• Venues have more confidence about cultural diversity as a key marketing
tool for culture in this city, contributing to an increased potential to
position ourselves internationally 

• Venues raise their game by programming work they would not have
otherwise done on their own without Cultureshock, resulting in venues
changing their perception of culturally diverse work

• Individuals and organisations build capacity to do more events in future

• New structures created for delivery so artform specific events can
continue (specifically Commonwealth Film and Literature Festivals)

ASPIRATIONS FOR MANCHESTER/THE REGION

• Repositioning of Manchester and Greater Manchester as an international
centre of diverse culture and creativity

• Enhanced national and international profile and reputation with all sectors
for delivering cultural activity

• More visitors to the city and region

• Impact on Manchester City Council cultural and events strategies, and a
re-framed future events calendar

• Decision-makers such as local authorities gain a greater appreciation of
the benefits and social impact of the arts

• Relevant to Liverpool bid for Capital of Culture
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APPENDIX 3: Cultureshock Evaluation Proposal

Introduction

This proposal was produced on 27/2/02, and sets out to summarise the key
issues relevant to evaluating Cultureshock, and gives an outline of the
proposed methodology for conducting the evaluation.

It is based upon a meeting held on 21/2/02 with Debra King, Artistic Director
and Leila Jancovich, Project Co-ordinator.

Background

Cultureshock is an arts festival celebrating culturally diverse work from
commonwealth-originating countries. It runs from 11th March to 24th July
2002. There are 5 strands to the festival:

• youth

• community

• performance work

• exhibition

• critical debate

There are between 150 and 200 projects taking place as part of Cultureshock
across the 5 strands.

Main issues

The 2 main evaluation concerns are whether Cultureshock succeeds overall
as a festival and whether individual projects/organisations benefit from being
part of the festival.

The success of Cultureshock can be measured by the degree to which it
meets its objectives, which have been defined as follows:

• To bring new organisations into the funding system

• To offer new opportunities for international collaboration for existing
projects

• To create opportunities for importing international work to the region to
help develop regional profile and audiences

• To promote diverse programming, defined as a balance of the three
objectives listed above across artforms and across the 5 strands
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The second concern in relation to the benefits or qualitative changes
experienced by organisations being part of Cultureshock is less well defined.
Professional development or capacity building is a laudable aim but difficult
to measure, as it is only with longitudinal evaluation 6 months to 1 year after
the end of the project that impact of this nature can begin to be accurately
assessed.

Within the timescale and resources of the Cultureshock festival, it will only be
possible to assess immediate or short term impact such as whether seminars
and support given by Cultureshock helped organisations to deliver their
projects, and whether professional opportunities made available by
Cultureshock contributed to increases in audiences and greater exposure of
work.

Methodology

Due to limited resources available for evaluation it is not possible to conduct
a thorough assessment of each individual project that is taking place as part
of Cultureshock.

The proposal is to evaluate a minimum of 2 case studies per strand, resulting
in an overall sense of the breadth and coverage of the festival. There may be
opportunities for evaluating more case studies perhaps in less depth, or for
evaluating other aspects such as the impact on audience development for
venues.

The mechanisms should include:

• Qualitative interviews / questionnaires with

a) Cultureshock Steering Group members

b) Case study organisations and venues

c) Participants / attenders

• Observational visit to case studies

• Quantitative evidence (attendance levels, audience profile)

Immediate action:

• Select case studies

• Plan detailed work schedule

• Cultureshock Steering Group interview summary completed for 12 March
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APPENDIX 4: Interview schedule

8/3/02 Andrew Stokes – Cultureshock steering group member

Lyn Barbour - Cultureshock steering group member

Keith Davies - Cultureshock steering group member

11/3/02 Howard Rifkin - Cultureshock steering group member

Alex Saint - Cultureshock steering group member

19/3/02 Jo Hartley - Cultureshock steering group member

20/3/02 Fran Thoms - Cultureshock steering group member

20/6/02 Lisa O’ Neill - Burnley Youth Theatre

Caroline Jariwala - workshop artist, Singh Twins exhib,
Mid Pennine Arts

29/6/02 Participants - Drake Music ‘Common Ground’

11/7/02 Brenda Weller & Neil Harris – Mid Pennine Arts

13/7/02 Participants & audience members – EMCF East Feast 4 cabaret

Sokari Douglas Camp (by email)

18/7/02 Claire Turner – Drake Music Project

Drew Hemment - Futuresonic

7/8/02 Claire Cowell – Youth Arts shock

Alnoor Mitha & Fareda Khan – Shisha

8/8/02 Matthew Clough – University of Liverpool Art Gallery

Dr Prashant Nayak – Milap

Singh Twins

20/8/02 John McGrath & Gavin Barlow – Contact theatre

22/8/02 Lindsey Taylor – Harris Museum, Preston

23/8/02 Lee Avison & Catherine Twite – Gallery Oldham

27/8/02 Jeremy Davies – Music in Manchester & other projects

29/8/02 Rob Robson & Emma Anderson – The Lowry

30/8/02 Catharine Braithwaite – Visual arts PR

4/9/02 Catherine Baum & Kim Gowland – Manchester Art Gallery

10/9/02 Sue Bowen – East Manchester Community Forum

11/9/02 Rita Mulvey – The Lowry
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16/9/02 Roy Rogers & Chris Honer – Library Theatre

17/9/02 Martin Dowland – Turton Tower

18/9/02 Pat Weller & Ivan Wadeson – Royal Exchange Theatre

19/9/02 Howard Raynor & Maria Bota – the Bridgewater Hall

19/9/02 Linda Pariser – Cornerhouse

Anne Tucker – Manchester International Arts

20/9/02 Peter Wilkinson – Manchester Arts Education Festival

25/9/02 Jo Wingate – Cornerhouse

26/9/02 Tracy Ollerenshaw - Galaxy

Amanda Best - Metrolink

Sue Jones – Manchester Airport

27/9/02 Mark James - Jury’s

Anne Jones - City Sightseeing Tours

30/9/02 Paul Coleman - Key 103

1/10/02 Fred Booth - Printworks

2/20/02 Garfield Allen – green room

3/10/02 Liz Pugh – Walk the Plank

Mark Wilcox - First North Western

10/10/02 Cilla Baynes – Community Arts Northwest

11/10/02 Keith Bergman – Greater Manchester District Tourism Forum
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APPENDIX 5: Interviews topics & questionnaires

Key topics for interviews with case studies:

Experience of relationship with Cultureshock

Professional development opportunities and advice

Financial support (R&D, project)

Benefits of involvement

Experience of running type of project – additionality / new opportunities

Activity (scale, artform, collaborations)

Partnerships (deliverers, artists)

Audiences

International aspects

Experience of project

Aspirations

Funding for activity

Achieve project/organisational objectives

Achieve marketing objectives

Repeat activity in future

Space for activity

Producers/delivery organisations for activity

Audiences for activity

Funding for activity

Sustainability of activity

Continue partnerships in future

Perception of Cultureshock brand awareness with public / media

Aspirations for Cultureshock

Role for Cultureshock in future
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DATA COLLECTION POINTS

DATE EVENT VENUE

AUDIENCE SURVEYS

28/4/02. Sam Yo Lowry

3+4/5/2002 Sensurround Contact

18/5/02 Trilok Gurta Contact

19/6/02 Malay Warrior Contact

29/6/02 Drake Music RNCM

30/6/02 Stree Shakti Contact

2/7/02 Mushaira Shake-up Contact

6/7/02 Unity Festival outdoor events

13/7/02 Dance Yatra Lowry

15/7/02 Raga Nova Bridgewater Hall

15/7/02 Anoushka Shankar Bridgewater Hall

20/7/02 Talvin Singh Bridgewater Hall

Tue 23/7/2002 Youth showcase Zion

27/7/02 Carnival outdoor events

28/7/02 Carnival outdoor events

3/8/02 G.percussion outdoor events

STREET SURVEYS

Sat 20 July Queens Baton Relay Chester

Sun 21 Queens Baton Relay Liverpool

Tue 23 Queens Baton Relay Rochdale

Wed 24 Queens Baton Relay Manchester

25 July-4Aug Printworks/Cathedral Gds

Exchange Square

Piccadilly Gardens

Barbirolli Square

Gt Northern Square

St Anns Square

Trafford Centre

Lowry  Centre

Asda Sport City
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ARTS ABOUT MANCHESTER: CULTURESHOCK AMBASSADOR SURVEYS

1. Have you heard of Cultureshock festival? ! Yes  ! No

2. Do you know Cultureshock is the cultural part of the Commonwealth Games?
! Yes   ! No

3. Have you attended / will you attend any Cultureshock events?
! Yes  ! No  ! Don’t know yet

If no, what are your reasons for not attending Cultureshock events?

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

4. Does knowing an event is part of Cultureshock festival make any difference to

you?

(delete as applicable)

! More / less likely to attend ! Event is more / less credible
! Makes no difference ! Other (please specify)………………………………………

5. Would you like to attend events like these in future? ! Yes   ! No

6. If there is a regular arts festival in the region in future, what type of

festival do you think it should be?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

7. Will you attend any Commonwealth Games sporting events?

! None        ! 1-2 ! 3-5 ! 6-10 ! Don’t know yet

8. How do you generally get your tickets for events?
! Book in advance  ! Buy on the day    ! Someone buys for me
! Someone books for me ! Other (please specify)…………………………………………….

9. How many venues have you attended for arts events in last 12 months?

! None       ! 1  ! 2-3 ! 4-6 ! 7-9 ! 10+

Your postcode ……………………………………

Gender ! Male ! Female

Age ! under 16  ! 16-24     ! 25-34     ! 35-44      ! 45-55 ! 55-64     ! 65+

How would you describe your ethnic / cultural identity ………………………………
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ARTS ABOUT MANCHESTER: CULTURESHOCK AUDIENCE SURVEYS

How did you find out about this event? (tick all that are relevant)

  ! Lowry Asian season brochure           ! Local press/radio ! National press/radio
  ! Mailing list ! Word of mouth ! Venue/event brochure
  ! Cultureshock brochure ! Other (please specify) ……………………………………………

Have you heard of Cultureshock festival? ! Yes     ! No

Do you know Cultureshock is the North West cultural part of the Commonwealth
Games? ! Yes      ! No

Are you aware this event is part of Cultureshock? ! Yes     ! No

Does knowing an event is part of Cultureshock festival make any difference

to you? (delete as applicable)

    ! More / less likely to attend  ! Event is more / less credible
    ! Makes no difference  ! Other (please specify)…………………………………………….

How many miles have you travelled to attend this event?
     ! 0-9 ! 10-19 ! 20-29 ! 30-39 ! 40-49 ! 50+

What is your reason for attending this event?

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

What do you think of this event?

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Has attending this event changed your thinking in any way?  ! Yes   ! No

How? ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

How did you get your tickets for this event?
! Booked in advance ! Bought on the day ! Someone bought for me
! Someone booked for me ! Other (please specify)

Have you attended this venue before? ! Yes   ! No

Have you attended events like this before? ! Yes   ! No

Have you attended / will you attend any other Cultureshock events?
! Yes   ! No    ! Don’t know yet

If there is a regular arts festival in the region in future, what type of festival do you
think it should be?

    ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Will you attend any Commonwealth Games sporting events?
! None        ! 1-2 ! 3-5 ! 6-10 ! Don’t know yet
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How many other venues have you attended for arts events in last 12

months?
! This venue only   ! 2-3 ! 4-6 ! 7-9 ! 10+

What form of transport did you use to get here?
! Car  ! Train   ! Bus   ! Coach ! Metrolink ! Cycle     ! Walk    ! Other

FOR VISITORS TO MANCHESTER:

Are you staying overnight? ! Yes  ! No ! Don’t know yet

If yes, are you staying with:  ! Friends/family ! Hotel ! B&B       ! Other

If yes, how many nights are you staying?

What is the main reason for your visit? …….…………………………………………………………………

What are you likely to spend the most money on during this visit?
! Accommodation ! Food/drink  ! Travel ! Tickets for events

If you don't live in Manchester, have you been to Manchester before?      ! Yes 
! No

If you live outside UK, what country are you from? …………………………………………………..

JOIN ARTS ABOUT MANCHESTER FREE MAILING LIST to receive information about
arts and entertainment in the region

Name

Address

Postcode Gender ! Male ! Female

Email

Age ! under 16  ! 16-24   ! 25-34    ! 35-44     ! 45-54 ! 55-64     ! 65+

How would you describe your ethnic / cultural identity?
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CULTURESHOCK STREET SURVEYS

Have you heard of Cultureshock festival? ! Yes  ! No

Do you know Cultureshock is the North West cultural part of the
Commonwealth Games? ! Yes   ! No

Have you attended any Cultureshock events?      ! Yes  ! No      ! Don’t
know

Which arts/cultural events have you attended in past few weeks?

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Were your experiences positive? ! Yes  ! No

If not positive, why not?

How many miles have you travelled to be here?
     ! 0-9 ! 10-19 ! 20-29 ! 30-39 ! 40-49 ! 50+

What form of transport did you use to get here?
! Car  ! Train   ! Bus   ! Coach ! Metrolink ! Cycle     ! Walk    ! Other

Are you staying overnight? ! Yes  ! No ! Don’t know yet

If yes, are you staying with:  ! Friends/family ! Hotel ! B&B       ! Other

If yes, how many nights are you staying?

What is the main reason for your visit?

What are you likely to spend the most money on during this visit?

! Accommodation ! Food/drink  ! Travel ! Tickets for events

Age group   ! Under 16  ! 16-24    ! 25-34    ! 35-44     ! 45-54  ! 55-64     !
65+

Are you ! Employed  ! Self-employed ! Looking after home/family

! Unemployed ! Retired ! Studying

Postcode ………………………………………………    

If you live outside UK, what country are you from? ………………………………………………

For surveys in Manchester only

If you don't live in Manchester, have you been to Manchester before?  ! Yes ! No
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CULTURESHOCK TELEPHONE SURVEYS

Have you attended any Cultureshock events ! 0   ! 1-2   ! 3-5   ! 6-9  ! 10+

Have you received a Cultureshock brochure ! Yes  ! No

Where did you get the brochure?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

What were your views on the brochure?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Was attending an event a result of reading the brochure? ! Yes  ! No

What was your main reason for attending the event?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Were your experiences positive? ! Yes    ! No

Why?…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Has attending this event changed your thinking in any way?  ! Yes   ! No

How? ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

 
Does knowing an event is part of Cultureshock festival make any difference
to you? (delete as applicable)

    ! More / less likely to attend  ! Event is more / less credible
    ! Makes no difference  ! Other …………………………………………….

How many miles have you travelled to attend this event?

     ! 0-9 ! 10-19 ! 20-29 ! 30-39 ! 40-49 ! 50+

What form of transport did you use to get here?

! Car  ! Train   ! Bus   ! Coach ! Metrolink ! Cycle     ! Walk    ! Other
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What are you likely to spend the most money on during visits?

! Accommodation ! Food/drink  ! Travel    ! Tickets for events   ! Shopping

! Other …………………………………………….

If there is a regular arts festival in the region in future, what type of festival

do you
think it should be?

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Did you attend any Commonwealth Games sporting events?
! None        ! 1-2 ! 3-5 ! 6-10 ! Wanted to but couldn't
get tickets

How many other venues have you attended for arts events in last 12
months?
! This venue only   ! 2-3 ! 4-6 ! 7-9 ! 10+

Age ! under 16  ! 16-24   ! 25-34    ! 35-44     ! 45-54 ! 55-64     ! 65+

Are you:

! Employed/self employed  ! looking after home/family  ! unemployed    ! retired
! studying
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APPENDIX 6: Validity of data

Organisation interviews

Interview subjects were all given the same discussion topics. The semi-
structured interviews were confidential and as much detail as permitted has
been given in this report to illustrate particular points.

Some intended interview subjects did not engage with the evaluation
process, despite repeated attempts to arrange interviews with them.

Audience surveys

The audience surveys were conducted at 15 events across Greater
Manchester. The numbers of respondents varied from event to event just as
audience numbers varied across the Cultureshock programme. The sample
rate was between 15-30%. Overall 654 completed questionnaires were
returned. The questionnaires were a mix of self-completed and administered.

Most audience surveys were completed at performing arts venues and
outdoor events. Gathering data from visual arts projects is more time
intensive as audiences are spread throughout the day and throughout the
whole show.

There are some differences in responses between audiences for venues and
audiences for outdoor work such as music festivals, e.g. in answers to
economic impact questions. In these cases, both figures are given to show
the range. Where the analysis is relevant to venue-based work, the venues
statistic has been used. The charts show the mean figure. It is possible to
extract statistics specific to types of work should this be of interest to
anyone.

The surveys were conducted at random, and there is inevitably bias towards
people who were prepared to respond to questions.

Street surveys

The street surveys had 780 respondents, all of which were administered. The
above point about bias applies here too.

Ambassador surveys

230 respondents completed the Ambassador surveys. These surveys were
administered in communities with individuals, community groups and
organisations. The results have been used mostly as a check against
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audience survey results. Where statistics are similar the results are more
likely to be reliable.

Telephone surveys

The telephone interviews were conducted with 223 people who had agreed
on the Cultureshock data capture form that they could be contacted for
research purposes. Phone calls were made during the day and evening to
include people who worked, but where there was no answer no attempts
were made to call back.

The results to some questions differ quite markedly to the audience surveys,
e.g. to perceptions of Cultureshock (knowing event is part of Cultureshock
makes it more credible & makes you more likely to attend) are considerably
higher – 53% and 45% respectively compared to 8% and 22% for audience
surveys. A reason for this could be that these people have already bought
into the concept of Cultureshock. They have completed the mailing form to
receive more arts information and have ticked the box saying they are willing
to be contacted for research purposes, so perhaps they are not
representative of audiences as a whole, but are representative of those who
engage with marketing activities.

Only 36% of respondents had attended Cultureshock events so the actual
sample size for most questions is fairly low at around 80 people.

Other evidence

The Cultureshock Monitoring forms were sent to all projects taking place
under the Cultureshock banner. At the time of writing this report, 42 had
been returned. There is some inconsistency in how these forms have been
completed between the projects in terms of the amount of detail given and
how evidence is presented but they are still useful sources of information
particularly when analysed alongside and cross referenced with the other
evidence cited above, as are the 31 completed RALP Final Reports.

Sample size of data collection

A total of 1891 people, attenders and non-attenders, gave feedback that
informed the evaluation. This is a very reasonable sample size. Some
questions were featured across the audience, street and phone surveys.
Other questions were only included as appropriate. In the audience surveys,
some questions (e.g. economic impact) were only added later in the data
collection phase as new evaluation requirements were expressed by
Cultureshock. Not all respondents answered every question, where the
sample size is relatively small this has been noted. Throughout the report
‘valid percents’ are used – these statistics are from calculations based on the
number of respondents to a particular question.
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The majority of data was collected in Manchester. It would have been
desirable to have covered the North West more evenly but with limited
funding for evaluation this was not feasible. In addition, reliance on Arts
About Manchester for audience surveys meant it was not possible to conduct
that activity in the rest of the region due to their Greater Manchester remit.

Data analysis

The majority of the data was inputted into SPSS, a statistical software
package that enables the computing of frequencies per question and cross
tabulation between questions. The resulting percentages are those used in
this report. Although overall there is a very healthy sample size, and the
statistics are more than merely indicative, they are subject to a 95 per cent
confidence interval of plus or minus between 1.0 and 5.7 depending on the
size of the percentage.


